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The radiation fields generated by 
accelerators are secondary to accelerated and 
transported particles and have complicated 
distribution in S;pElCE? and time. The 
accelerator radiation; fields mostly are 
pulsed like the time structure of 
acceleration CYClF and their 
distribution have high gradient 

yac5 
(10 -10 

Gy.'ml Eli. The component5 and energetic 
structure of secondary radiation nave a large 
energetic spectrum of secondary particles 
(Table 1),C21, defined by the type of 
accelerator, the geometry of initial 
radiation and materials interaction. 

The compas i te materials used in 
accelerators lead to radiation damage cf 
their structure and propertzes due tn 
secondary radiation effects. Most sensitive 
are the organic and polymeric material-iC31, 
which are used in accelerators as composite, 
hermetic, insulating, lubricant and other 
ones. The radiation lifetime cf such 
materials is the ability to preserve theAt- 
serviceability up tn the limiting state, whe-i 
the most important factor of ttie pi-OFW-tie5 

gradually changes to the fixed level, that is 
0.5 of the initial value of the factor. 

The radiation weariness is the tresl_ll t Cf 
man* tonous radiation -chemical processes, 
continuously taking place in polymers used ir. 
accelerators L43. Gne of the eisentia 1 
radiation lifetime points is the Se7-VlCe 
time, e.g. the time cf usage w;thout failure 
in an eXa.Ct sL's.ten ft-Cl;: beginning tCIe 
operation to the limiting state cmdition. 

Integral r&iation doses !absorbed dose i , 
which show service time of the materials are 
the factors of radiation resistance and car. 
be defined only by experinten tal dependence 
“property factor - absorbed dose” for ttie 

definite levels of properties factor changing 
(Fig.l,Z). 

Fi3- 1. Electt-ic strength cha;nge of mic.1 type 
after irradia.tion at the prcton 
.a~c:zlerato:-. 

Fig. 2. Bend<.rrg strength c?mnge of the 
micarta aCter xr-radiation at tl?e 
protarr accelerator < 

Table 1. Characteristics cf the accelerators as radiation -source 

The kind of 

accelerators 

Static-field 
accelerators, 

microtrons, 
betatrons, 
1 inacs 

Betatrons. 
synchrotrons, 
linacs 

Static-field 
accelerators, 
cyclotrons. 
1 inacs 

Linacs, 
neutrons. 
synchrotrons 

Synchrotrons 

Accelerated Energy The basic radiation 

Particles BffoFe biolog. Cifter 
protection protection 

Electrons < 15 MeV Bremstrahlung Bremstrahlung 

,r: 150 MeV Bremstt-ahlung Bremstrahlung -I 
fast neutrons, 
induced activity 

Electrons ? 150 MeV Bremstrahlung Bremetrahlung , 
E:-50 MeV neutrons, 
induced activity 

Heavy charged < 30 Fast Es:20 MeV neutrOn5, 

particles MeV/nuc. neutrons induced activity 

Heavy charged < 10 Had rons E>50 MeV neutrons 

particles GeV/nuc induced activity 

Heavy charged > 10 Hadrons. Hadrons, mesons, 
particles GeV/nuc. leptons induced activity 
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The materials servxe time (T) prediction 
can be realized on practice only for the 
definite radiaLion field level c {dose power) 
by the expression: 

CO.25 (O.Sj 
T= , hour 

F 
where - DO .2510.5) 

- the factor of radiation 

resirjtance defined 
experimentally (‘Gray) 

- 3 - the dose power in the 
real geometry of the 
arceLer.ator IGray/hour) 

The factors cf radiation resistance and 
th.2 materials servlre time for the different 
sy~.ter.s c*f 7 0 GeV proton synchr-otron are 
‘j I v err 1 .A Table 2. Since 1 the materials 
r&;+ti,l:i3 resistance factor depends on the 
-z.ll+tlan type 3 the dose pawer- and the 
i ,.diaCii):i etiiergy, the acrcrracy CT- the ,servic.e 
rime defi:,it~sart cay be higher by casing the 
2. per imerea! data ?iC..e presented zn F;g.l,-, 

‘I are ,measit.rerf in the correspondent 
: i i- r: i t 1 or: -5 rf z -radiaticn of -ea. L 
.~,lc~lpi~t;>ri= 

f?ie i 3.3istro-t dcses (3i the mater-i.aIs can 
52 dzwecje t!-.e pc;ymers. The materials of 

‘5 7 2 t em 3 x-Ed tias;c equipzner; t of ‘fere~,,an 
Fp,:-zic; f.lztl.tute accel er-ator ring are in the 
,ez.xdar~~; rasjla 5io.y fiaid 35 CJi?tpliCEktEd 

Etr.,ct; r-E I bremstrah:uncj, neutrons, muor. s 
z.-;,j 51: 3,-, ) . In the ‘5lme time the materials 
ii:c e:cts< ‘b>’ norhani=aL and -ther-mica1 lDads, 

ii . t 2,. 1 

A.2 

10 7 i-a L.~< 30 

;lumber of blocks 
F<s. f Eistr-;bction of the residual activity 

.A, '3~ the vacuum chamber ~~1115. 

The highest Ievel of secondary radiation 
act on that part of the accelerator ring, 
where the targets, injection devices, 
quadrupoles and sextupoles are located. In 
Fig. 3 the typicai distribution of the 
residual activity on the vacuum chamber walls 
in Yerevan synchrotron is shown. The given 
distribution corresponds to extraction of 
gamma beam from channel 1 at the accelerated 
electron beam energy of 4.5 GeV and beam 
current of 3 mA. It is seen, that the 
activity is maximal in the area of 17-19 
blocks, where the disturbing magnetic fields 
are generated for extracting the beams onto 
target, and also on block 1, while injecting 
the electrons into the ring. The integral 
absorbed doses in these points of accelerator 
during 20 year of its operation is about 5 
MGy. Such level of the radiation doses is 
enough for some polymers to be damaged. For 
t.his reason la teiy in some sections of magnet 
block (17, 19, 20, 21, 24, . ..) such 
insulating material5 as epoxy compound and 
micarta have been damaged. In most cases the 
full change of damaged materials is 
i~mpossible without the magnet blocks 
dismantling, and it means out of schedule 
shutdown of the accelerator . That’s why it 
*as tried to find such a radiation resistant 
material, which could stand for the damaged 
ma-terials and al low one to restore the 
damaged inri:-tlation between the magnet blocks 
wi+:hout their dismantling. 

After analyses of more than twenty 
pcYssible materials for the complex 
investigations there were chosen the monolith 
forming compounds on the polymer cement 
base. Their composition in presented in Table 
3 , and properties in Table 4. 

Table S. Composition of polymer cement 

The names of Quantities 
components in mass parts 
1 Fast hardening cement 100 
2 Quartz sand 100 
3 Water 28 
4 Epoxy resin “311 2” IS 
5 Hardener 
6 Laproxyde 703 
7 Cl1 igoamid --------I 

4.5 
2.3 
1.5 

T,'pl- 2. L -%L‘c F:-ediction of service time of materials used in proton accelerators --.-.--___ - 
Ma ter-ials Radzation 

--I 

Flaterials servzce times in different systems, hour 
resistance. 

Gr-Z&y Vacuume chamber Magnet coils Cable routing 
C&--i03 F = 300 Gy/hour F = 50 Gy/hour P = 15 Gy/hour 

--_-__- 

Ftzropl asit-- 10 3 3.3 20 66 
__c_- -. 

Mz.neraI Oli 10 
4 7-r 4-a 200 b&O 

- 
Te:<tollte 2*1Qs 6.6%1CJ2 4*10 

3 
1.3*104 

Naturai 2*10 5 0.6*10 2 4*103 1 .3*104 
rubber 

Polyethylene 

Textolite glass 

Epoxy 

10 0 3 300 20 000 66 000 

2:x1 o6 6.6*103 4*1 o4 1.3*105 

5*1 o6 1 .t3*103 IO4 3.3*104 
compound 

Cement base 
compound 

10Q 20 year 20 year 20 year 



Table 4. Physical and chemical properties 

For getting more adhesion of polymer 
cement compound, the damaged surf ace was 
cleaned from ail and abraded, then covered by 
adhesive ground, which consisted of: resin - 
100 IT.?., plasticizer - lo-15 m.p., hardener 
- 12-3 m.p. The monolith formation continued 
for about 2 hours to get the hard state of 
t.b:r I. ampound. 

so, there a-e shown the possibilities of 
L3?cL~!atiDn5 of the radiation doses in 
3CL.i ler lltor irradiatian conditions, the 
dffi.:itian of service time and the use of 
r;31/wr Ceille~?t compound as a restoring 
r;-?.t.tr:,r i.al for the radiation damaged elements 
j * 1:)s~e~3n electron accelerator. 
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